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Complexity, internationalization, and digitization in business bring on enormous challenges. How do we find a compass that points us in the right direction in all this chaos?
And how do we learn what is really relevant and communicate it properly? The task
seems to be Herculean, but it can be managed.

Editorial
2018 was launched with full power and
we have set our sights high. The concept
of value-oriented leadership is gathering
momentum and attracts great interest
everywhere. On June 15th we will host a
congress in Berlin where the well-known
management expert Boris Grundl wil be

Dr. Uli Vogel
profilingvalues GmbH

Creative product design in Europe, development in Asia,

tangible and create a noticeable contribution towards

production in Latin America, a supply chain across the

enriching the greater whole. Finally, we determine which

globe, and a worldwide sales and marketing organization

principles lying behind the facts and activities need to

which is run in the USA. This is ordinary everyday life in

be changed to create a framework that will help people

today’s working world as a leader. As a manager, you can

make their jobs a success. We set the rules that are es-

presenting. Together with him, I have

lose track.

sential for fulfilling our visions. Ultimately, we balance all

developed the Leadership Excellence

this and act according to the maxim: apply as few rules as

Report, which will be available starting

The most important thing in leadership is communi-

possible, be flexible in doing activities – as required, and

that day for all of our certified users.

cation. The most important thing in communication is

never enough effort can be made in dealing with human

More and more globally active compa-

listening. To achieve impact when communicating it’s

interests and feelings.

nies use profilingvalues, i.e., Constantia
Flexibles, which is served by our long-

essential to repeat, repeat, and repeat again. Sounds reasonable. Furthermore, according to Paul Watzlawick, there

With this compass, a healthy, critical self-reflection, au-

time partner, Andy Marko. Together, we

is no such thing as not communicating. Similarly, in my

thenticity, role clarity, and understandable purpose, we

are developing this client. Lastly, I would

opinion, as a leader one cannot NOT lead!

enter into deliberate communication, knowing that it will

like to introduce another partner, Patricia

always be an inadequate tool for sensing the complex

Moro, who has been active many years

What should we communicate and how? Robert S. Hart-

feelings of another person. Because communication is

as an expert, advisor, and excellent “am-

man can help us here. First, let’s focus on what’s most

always a reduction and can only convey a fraction of what

bassador” for profilingvalues.

valuable in the world – humans. We inquire about needs,

is felt. Since language was invented 50,000 years ago by

Enjoy reading!

sense feelings, analyze interests, and look for sources of

humans, we have been living with this restriction and

inspiration, creativity, and joy. We find individual capa-

have developed many suitable sensors for interpersonal

bilities and inclinations and cultivate these strengths on

understanding. Research is focused on enabling brain-to-

fertile ground. Then we seek suitable solutions in order to

brain communication which will change the world consid-

reach our goals. As leaders, we utilize people’s strengths

erably. Until then, we as leaders will depend on being able

and unify successful teams that strive ahead in a coop-

to lead and communicate as empathically as possible.

erative, agile way. We ensure that the successes will be
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Integrating profilingvalues
in the Constantia Flexibles Sales
Academy Program.
Marisa Humada is Vice President Group Organizational and People Development at Constantia
Flexibles, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of flexible packaging. Andy Marko (Sofo
Consulting LLC) has been collaborating with the Constantia Group for many years and is their advisor in profilingvalues matters. He is a recognized expert in negotiations and influencing people
with a proven track record in key commercial negotiations. His people-centered approach to business is incorporated into his trainings which enable participants to change their perspectives, thus
broadening their options to achieve a desired sustainable outcome, even in difficult negotiations.
have been designed to meet the needs of different positions.

AM:	What is the specific purpose of the Sales Academy and
which goals have you set for the participants within this

The average length of time to fulfill the program is three

framework?

years. The most difficult course content is always soft skills
and competencies because we are focusing on behaviors,

MH:	Our Sales Academy is a global program that is fully aligned
with our strategy. It is aimed at providing the sales force with

and behaviors need to be learned and practiced. That’s why

the best skills and tools to face the future, develop business,

we use the 70/20/10 approach: 70% of knowledge is from

and achieve our ambitious targets for profitable growth for

job related experiences, 20% from interactions with others,

the next years. It’s a cross-functional, cross-divisional, global

and 10% from formal education.

program that will bring together different cultures, divisions,

AM:	Which role does profilingvalues play in the Sales Academy
program?

and sales levels.
AM: Who can attend the Sales Academy? Which topics are
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MH:	profilingvalues is used as part of the assessment phase. Once
we receive the applications, all participants go through a

taught and how much time is invested in the program?

180˚ competency based assessment (the employee’s self-as-

MH: 	The Sales Academy is not only for direct sales but also open
to all employees with customer interface such as technical

sessment and line manager’s assessment) as well as the

sales, customer service, and marketing. The content has been

profilingvalues test.
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built around four main areas: soft skills and competencies,

AM:	How did you communicate the use of profilingvalues upfront?

technical knowledge, financial understanding and business
sense, and intercultural awareness. The training modules
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MH:	We inform participants about the different phases before
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taking decisions about who will be in the Sales Academy
as we have 75 placements per year. We explain that profilingvalues is a scientifically validated methodology that

AM:	How did you design the feedback process and how can participants realize their areas of improvement?
MH:	As I said before, we organized individual sessions where we

captures the individual’s personal value system. In order to

went through page 5 of the profilingvalues Report. They

generate a meaningful profile, a different answer format is

were able to recognize most of the things we discussed, and

used than what they are likely familiar with in other tests.

in the cases where they did not understand something, they

We also tell them that the procedure is fast and easy to carry

were asked to reflect about it to try to find the meaning.

out and they generally need about 20 minutes, although

When we use the tool for individual development plans, we

there is no time limit. This is an objective, neutral tool that

administrate the test again just to check if there have been

will also help them gain more insight about themselves and

improvements.

develop further at the Sales Academy.
AM:	Could you give our readers some Dos and Don’ts in communicating and conducting profilingvalues in such a development context?
MH:	Dos are never enough! What we did not do well is not offering feedback sessions right away and the participants started
asking for their results. Then we decided to organize individual feedback sessions including a short presentation about
Hartman and the Hartman Value Theory. This was very much
appreciated and the people really enjoyed it. This contributed

AM:	Were you able to aggregate the profilingvalues results in
order to find general conclusions with respect to the organization?
MH: Yes, definitely. We were able to observe patterns within the
different divisions and patterns in general, mainly in the area
of Personal Needs.
AM:	In a nutshell: What was the benefit of profilingvalues in this
program? What can be improved?
MH:	There are several benefits:
• F or the participants: it brings self-knowledge and

to a better understanding of their abilities, how their current

self-awareness. In other cases it confirms what is happening

situation in life was impacting them and the potential they

and a better understanding of their current phase of life.

have.

In most of the cases, it also confirms the professional areas
where a person is good at.
• F or the company: it helps us understand our employees and
guide their development. The patterns we see also help the
company reflect and rethink things.
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Introducing the Value-Explorer

profilingvalues:
Coming Events

Patricia Moro

When Patricia Moro passes on her expertise in her profilingvalues courses,
participants can hardly escape from her passion. The spark quickly jumps
over to them once she explains the coherences within the findings based on
this accurate instrument from Robert S. Hartman and begins telling about
his life and the scientific background, or describes the infinite ways which it
can be implemented.

CERTIFICATION IN GERMAN:
- 13/03 – 14/03/2018

- 18/09 – 19/09/2018

- 12/06 – 13/06/2018

- 18/12 – 19/12/2018

CERTIFICATION IN ENGLISH:
- Arranged individually
MASTERCLASS:
- 28/06/2018
WEB-BASED PRACTICE SESSIONS
IN GERMAN:

FREE

- 23/03/2018

- 20/07/2018

- 20/04/2018

- 21/09/2018

- 18/05/2018

- 19/10/2018

- 22/06/2018

- 23/11/2018

WEB-BASED PRACTICE SESSIONS
IN ENGLISH:

FREE

- 17/04/2018

- 18/09/2018

- 19/06/2018

- 20/11/2018

Please visit our website to register:
Klick here!

After almost nine years, the enthusiasm about

is a cosmic event of irreplaceable value with a

the depth and significance of profilingvalues

totally individual destiny. Hartman derives four

is still unbroken. On the contrary, with each

questions that every stakeholder, in his opinion,

new feedback discussion, it increases. She is

ought to consider:

not satisfied with superficial knowledge. As Uli
Vogel once remarked, “She likes to make the

•

What am I here for in this world?

extra effort to solve difficult problems.” It is

•

Why do I work for this organization?

not unheard of for her to take Leon Pomeroy’s

•

What can this organization do to help me

the subject of “values.”

- 15/06/2018
- Focus on „Value-oriented Leadership“
- Introducing the Leadership Excellence Report
- With Boris Grundl

to fulfill my purpose in this world?

Validation Study to read on vacation, or, after
thorough research, write an article or two on

7th PROFILINGVALUES CONGRESS

•

How can I help this organization fulfill my
purpose in this world?

Patricia Moro currently focuses on training

Patricia Moro sums up her experience as

and advising profilingvalues users. In order to

follows: “It always surprises me how much

continually expand her expertise and be a com-

people open up when we explain their results

petent contact, she conducts profilingvalues

in a respectful way. We enable them to win

projects in all areas. She especially sees herself

new insights about themselves and trigger

in the role of an ambassador for profilingvalues.

an intensive process of self-reflection. In the

It is her genuine desire to familiarize others

aftermath, if I hear such changes – whether big

with the ideas of Robert S. Hartman and con-

or small – were sparked from this, it gives me

vey these to the business world: every person

great pleasure.”
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